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Introduction
by Tyler Dunning

I take great interest in trees—interest, more specifically, in the details that often go unnoticed. Aspen trees, for 

example, look a mundane enough timber—except, of  course, in their fall foliage—but beneath the surface, 

quite literally, a different story is being told. Aspen trees, you see, have a communal root system: water and 

nutrients extracted from the soil are shared holistically by the grove. This is why, in the fall, each tree changes 

hue in unison with the brothers and sisters surrounding it—a series of  seemingly independent trees always 

rising together.

 Another example: Joshua trees, when uninhibited, grow in straight pillar shapes. It’s when a Joshua tree 

freezes that a blossom can occur, and when a Joshua tree blossoms, it causes the tree to split and grow into 

two separate directions. Trunks that support myriad branches have likely frozen and blossomed just as many 

times. This, to the bewildered observer, is a unique sight to see—a sight often unrecognized as the result of  

shock and discomfort, growth and change.

 Lastly, redwoods are among the most diligent trees on the planet: insects can’t penetrate their bark; 

little disease afflicts their immunities; lightning rarely ends their existence. They are gods among saplings, the 

monarchs of  the forest. But, although mighty and strong, they are also nurturing. Redwoods bring life to the 

forest—from the tiny clover to the formidable fir. And when a redwood does finally fall, it is not uncommon 

for multiple other trees to grow out of  its corpse and live off  the lasting legacy now dissolving back in to the 

dirt.

 That said, these stories, by their very nature, are metaphorical love letters never sent to all the complex 

facets of  life that often go unnoticed and underappreciated—root systems, growth patterns, necessary decay. 

But they’re being sent now.

 They’re being sent to you, Dear Reader, in the realization that this episode is precisely about all that 

sustains our storytelling: bark, feather, and fur. Because we are all trees. And, like a hard freeze before a 

beautiful blossom, we need communal stories in order to branch out beyond our uniform comfort zones; we 

need communal stories in order to rise like future kings and queens from the royalty that reared us.

 So, taking stock in the therapeutic power of  prose, consider this an invitation to share these very 

roots . . . and grow with me.
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I hike a trail near the house I grew up within. The path has been rerouted. But this new way through the woods 

is not what feels different. No. The forest itself  has changed. I feel this knowledge on my bark, in the pith of  

my heartwood.

 To be fair, these changes are obvious. Whitebark pines—ghosts of  their former selves—stand out grey 

against evergreen. Beetles, uncaring as wind, greedy as bacteria, have consumed the trees’ life force, left their 

needles red and brittle. The needles are now long gone. Muted wood remains, and it surrounds me.

 Other trees live on. Of  course. Ponderosa and lodgepole pines, Douglas fir, juniper. Moss weaves into 

the roots, carpets trunks and rocks. Dogwood and willow gather around a dribbling creek. Fall has descended, 

sending wildflowers to their grave and turning grasses the color of  fire.

 Nearly nine hundred plant species call these rocky mountains home. In this sliver of  forest, neighboring 

my dwelling of  origin, I can name a dozen, maybe two, of  them.

 If  I lack its human-given name, do I know the plant less? If  I were to call it wind clay, rather than 

Pinus flexilis, would my love for the limber pine’s gnarled branches, its supple ways, be unquantifiable? It is this 

unknowing I worship as I work my way to the craggy plateau above timberline.

 We sharpen our tools, flex our thumbs, hone our language and the unraveling continues. But it is not 

the “environment” that needs saving now, this name we’ve invented to fence ourselves in. Have we forgotten—

there was no nature before language? The world does not need our saving, even as the Age of  Man unleashes 

the sixth mass extinction.

 It is the idea of  the world, the way we have come to know it, the biological imprint in our bone marrow, 

our expectations for tomorrow, needing the “saving” now.

 We know of  the frogs, birds, porpoises, and primates careening towards oblivion. But what of  flora? 

Some estimates place sixty-eight percent of  plant species in the endangered category. We are called to consume 

less, waste less. A well-developed frontal lobe will say we should. But don’t kid yourself: you’re not saving 

the world. Earth cares not for your ego. It doesn’t need your saving. The world will live on, with or without 
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I wonder what it means to save something, said Lucjan, when we first make necessary 

its need to be saved. First we destroy and then we try to salvage. And then we feel 

self-righteous about the salvaging. And who is to say yet that the dam was a mistake?

—Anne Michaels, The Winter Vault



humans. With or without the species, and the ecosystems, we share this planet with now. With or without 

nuclear waste, plastic, the fibrous remains of  flyers calling us to Save the Planet.

 I reach the plateau and walk to its southern end. Here a trapper’s shed decays. The roots of  a ponderosa 

pine creep beneath, crumbling the foundation. Beetles eat away the wood. Water does its work, softening 

the corners, as fungi and mold break down the cellularity. There is also a wiki-up on this plateau. The only 

difference between the two structures is how far along they are in their journeys back to earth.

 Plants prove us powerless, ultimately. Thank Gaia. 
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It’s hard to say what drove Jeanie and I to plant the seeds in our pores. For Jeanie it might have been the stories 

passed down from her grandmother of  an earth where things still grew, where people buried seeds that turned 

into plants they could eat or at least admire. That was all before the powers that be decided we were all better 

off  without dirt, before they moved the farms to the labs. I didn’t really have an opinion either way.

 The one time I brought Jeannie to my parents’ place for dinner, my mother called her an old soul, 

which was once perhaps a compliment, but my mother intended as a sort of  scold. Jeanie looked at least five 

years older than she was: tangled hair, thick eyebrows, jewelry my grandma might wear, little wrinkles crackling 

from the corners of  her eyes. I thought she looked wise, in a world-weary sort of  way.

 She read my palm the first time we met, told me there was a lot of  pain in my past—that my future was 

flecked with disappointment and indecision—and then just traced the lines of  my palm up and down, saying 

nothing, like she was lazily following a river across a map. It was one of  the sexier things a girl had ever done 

for me and helped me forget that just a moment before she had essentially called me a fuck-up.

 She understood enough about the moment we were living in to keep from outright professions of  her 

love for the old world, but she would get this look in her eyes whenever someone would bring up an idea from 

the old days, like farming or hunting. I thought it was romantic at the time. I thought her ideas were hip with 

nostalgia.

We’d been together nearly a year when one simmering June afternoon we climbed to the top of  our apartment 

building and lay down on the hot tarry surface. That morning in bed we had slowly, hypnotically pushed seeds 

into each other’s bodies. We kept the blinds drawn so the sun creeping through the slats made the room glow 

and made the searching for each pore that much slower and deliberate. It was a muggy summer morning, our 

hair plastered to our foreheads, our sweat wrapped in the sheets and hanging in the air. A piece of  wallpaper 

had started to come unglued.

 I’m not sure how Jeanie came by those seeds; maybe they were hand-me-downs from a past generation, 

buried in the back of  some photo album. Her family kept everything.

 We had made the process sexy, the leisurely massaging of  each seed into the pores of  our skin, and 

we had giggled; it tickled. I’d had to give up on the spaces between Jeanie’s toes after she almost kicked me in 

the jaw. Jeanie had lined seeds up my spine, one on each vertebra lump, and then kneaded them in with her 

thumb. When I rubbed seeds into Jeanie’s breasts and the triangle of  her pubic hair, she moaned. I’m sure if  
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farming had always been that erotic they would never have gotten rid of  the soil. And then we bathed, letting 

the water soak into our skin, into our seeds, until we shriveled up like raisins. Still naked, we dragged a mattress 

up the stairs to the roof  and lay down, letting the sun iron out our wrinkles.

I suppose I lied when I claimed it was hard to say why I went along with the whole thing. It was love or at 

least the assumption thereof. It was the promise of  Jeanie’s beauty. Maybe there was some sense of  elementary 

school science fair nostalgia in there too. I was pretty ambivalent about a lot of  things back then. I thought I 

was going with the flow, but in hindsight the flow was at best a trickle. Or maybe it was Jeanie’s flow and I was 

just some drowning shipwrecked sailor she was doing her best to fish out. As it was she wanted to lie naked 

with me on the roof  for a summer, and I could think of  worse things to do with my time.

 For the first week the seeds did nothing, just sat inside us. I imagined them preparing themselves as if  

for a life of  adventure, rejoicing, thinking they’d missed the opportunity a long time ago.

 So Jeanie and I enjoyed ourselves. We pretended to ballroom dance under the summer sun, humming 

some old classical number, out of  tune and interspersed with laughter, our feet black with the soot on the roof. 

We had daily picnics, lying down on towels with sandwiches on our chests, warm beers nestled between our 

legs, waiting for the day when we could prepare a meal from our own harvest. It was slow, peaceful, good.

I spent one entire day perched near the edge of  the roof, watching people below. Our apartment was on a calm 

side street, but I would watch people leave for work in the morning and come back in the evening. I laughed 

at them pityingly, at their sad need for a nine-to-five. I watched a little kid with a bouncy ball spend an hour 

throwing it off  some steps and trying to grab it as it went flying at crazy angles back at him. I watched a woman 

write something in lipstick on a car window, but I couldn’t make it out, couldn’t tell if  it was a love letter or its 

opposite.

Jeanie would occasionally come and put her arms around me and stare out over the city with me, looking at all 

that metal and pavement, reflecting or sucking up all the sun. She wistfully said something at one point about 

the color green—I can’t remember what exactly.

 At night when things quieted down a little we could hear the hum of  the oxi-drones overhead, inhaling 

the CO2 and spewing out oxygen for us.
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At first the roots tickled. It was as if  some small creature had found its way into my system, its little paws tip-

toeing under my skin. I told this to Jeanie and she called me adorable and kissed me—two quick, short pecks.

 We stretched out our limbs and torsos to soak up as much of  the nourishing sun as possible to feed 

our submerged seedlings. We watched planes fly overhead from the nearby airport for hours at a time.

Sometimes one of  us would let out a little shuddering giggle as a root system explored new territory inside our 

bodies. We made jokes about pregnancy, about our babies kicking. A pigeon shat right on Jeanie’s belly one 

day and we laughed until we couldn’t breathe. We were happy. It felt like we could nurture the seeds with our 

devotion alone.

 One day Jeanie suddenly stood up, made a mad dash for the stairs and came back a few minutes later 

with a paint set. She spent the rest of  the day painting rainbows and fruits and vegetables on the side of  the 

stairway door entrance. She wasn’t much of  an artist, but her rainbows, dripping into each other and frayed 

at their ends like unraveling string, were pretty stellar; her strawberries looked like daggers, her bananas like 

misshapen smiles. She shouted something to me about cave paintings, but a street cleaner was humming down 

below and I didn’t quite hear her.

 When I walked over to inspect her work more closely she told me to lie down and then painted a 

rainbow across my chest, lifting her brush carefully wherever a seedling had begun to sprout.

 Sometime during that first month I watched a colony of  ants slowly build a mound over a thin snaking 

crack in the roof. They were resilient little creatures, hauling bits of  crumbled brick and concrete in place of  

the dirt that had long since been paved over or moved to the storage bays. I saw what looked like little bits of  

sun-reflecting glass on the backs of  a few.

We were young, strong and good looking and, excited anew with our bodily potential, we had a lot of  sex. 

Before the plants poked themselves from our skin, we were rough, rolling off  the mattress onto the hot and 

sticky roof, but as the seeds sprouted from our bodies we became more careful with each other, afraid we 

might somehow disrupt the root systems taking hold inside. Our thrusts were slow and methodic and with our 

caresses we drew mazes around the green shoots protruding from our pores.

 By the end of  the first month we could see the roots meandering through our bodies like new, rough 

veins. Our skin grew dark brown. It became tougher, tauter, as the roots and vegetables bulged underneath. 

We could feel the weight. Things got a little more sluggish, our energy going elsewhere.



Early in the second month I caught a glimpse of  reflected light off  a neighboring roof. It was an exceptionally 

hot day and the roots were feeling heavier than ever under my skin, but I managed to prop myself  up on one 

elbow and squint in the direction of  the reflected sun. I could just make out the figure of  a person on the 

other roof. I slowly realized that the light was reflecting off  a camera lens, that we were being photographed.

 Within the week there was a media blitz on our roof, all the local stations wanting in on the story. We 

were cast as renaissance souls by some, backwards-looking weirdos by others. Nobody went after the love 

angle.

 We just took it in stride, annoyed, but little more, and waited for them to leave. Stories like ours popped 

up occasionally with headlines like “MAN GROWS OWN HEAD OF LETTUCE.” But we weren’t doing it 

for them, we were doing it for us. At least I’m fairly certain that was the original intent, but we let it gestate, let 

the seeds grow, long enough for that to change.

 By the end of  the week all the media had left. My younger brother, in his early twenties and sporting 

a suit and tie, stopped by one afternoon to see it for himself, called us freaks and took off, walking fast back 

toward the staircase, like he was afraid I was going to hit him.

 By that point it was getting harder to move around and we spent most of  the days just lying on the 

dirty mattress. The days seemed longer; we talked less. I had green frilly carrot tops poking their way through 

my chest hair and a big head of  purple cabbage sprouting from my belly button. I had a patch of  strawberries 

growing on both thighs, little green things, hard to the touch.

 One day Jeanie asked me if  she could somehow manage to find a piece of  real earth somewhere, the 

dirt kind, if  I would farm it with her. I told her dirt was long gone, that you needed an advance degree to be a 

farmer these days.

 “But what if, hypothetically, they had missed a patch somewhere?” she asked.

 “I was thinking of  getting into the family business at some point,” I told her. “My dad has some 

connections at the port.”

 She narrowed her eyes at me and muttered, “Business,” disdainfully, as if  she wanted me to hear the 

word as she heard it. I looked away from her, toward my cabbage belly. I’m not sure why I felt ashamed; I 

thought the port was a good deal, a solid future, but Jeanie had a way of  confusing my senses.

We had a big thunder storm mid-July. I hauled out an old tarp we had brought up just in case and we huddled 
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under it while the storm raged down on top of  us. Jeanie thought that maybe we should try and soak up some 

of  the rain for the seeds, but I told her I sure as hell wasn’t going out into that storm. She gave me a look, 

more disappointed than anything, and threw her side of  the tarp off  and sat out in the rain. I lifted my corner 

of  the tarp up and watched the rain pour down her body, her long hair plastered to her back and mixed with 

small heads of  lettuce sprouting on either side of  her spine. The water coursed over her breasts and belly and 

caused the tips of  the vegetables to droop against her body. She looked purposeful and sexy as all hell, but still 

I couldn’t get myself  to go to her.

I woke up a few mornings later and hauled myself  up to take a quick walk around the edge of  the roof  to 

keep my circulation going. A little breeze rustled the stems and leaves of  my body. Walking past the stairway 

entrance I noticed an addition to Jeanie’s painted rainbow, fruits and vegetables. THE FARM was scrawled in 

shaky, red paint across the rainbow, looking sinister over the colorful, childlike rows. That was the first, and 

just about the only, tangible sign that our summer was coming to an end.

 A day or two later it became near impossible to talk. A few of  the roots had found their way into my 

esophagus and conversation became painful. Jeanie was having the same trouble. I did my best to assure her it 

would be okay. I croaked out the occasional, “I love you,” and tried to say as much as I could with my eyes, but 

I’ve never been the best with non-verbal communication, lacking that subtle something. I accepted the pain as 

part of  the process.

 Jeanie grew increasingly distant. She returned my croaked loves with a certain sad look in her eyes, that 

only later did I realize was as much for me as her.

 One day I looked to my right and saw a crow not even a foot from my head, just sitting there, staring 

at me, asking me what the hell I thought I was doing. I stared back at it, trying to explain that the pain of  the 

roots twisting throughout my body translated to a certain kind of  love. It hopped to the edge of  the roof, 

jumping off  like a suicide.

 I looked back over at Jeanie and she was staring straight up into the sky, looking hard at it, concentrating. 

I raised an arm heavy with onion bulbs and brushed my fingers across her face and whispered, “I love you.” 

She kept focusing on that blue sky.

Two nights later I woke up to the sound of  sobbing. Jeanie was sitting up next to me, pulling at the stems and 
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stalks protruding from her body. It was a full moon and bright. The stems poking from her chest swayed and 

bristled in the moonlight, giving the whole deal a horror movie vibe, as if  Jeanie was pulling out the tubes her 

creator had used to bring her to life. A small pile of  vegetables was lumped between her legs: tiny little carrots, 

a few miniature zucchinis. Little dabs of  blood showed where she had yanked each carrot from her skin. She 

was crying.

 “Jeanie,” I said. It sounded more like a painful hiss than anything. My vocal cords had nearly surrendered.

 “This isn’t what I thought it would be,” she said. And then quieter, “I don’t know what I thought it was 

going to be.” Her sobs and her strangled vocal cords mingled to create a sinister rasp. She yanked at another 

carrot and it sprang forth from her chest with a strange soft pop.

 I lifted my hand and put it on her thigh, overgrown with strawberries, but she just kept plucking away 

and the pile of  food kept growing. I didn’t know what to say. Within twenty minutes she was vegetation free 

and she stood up. Standing there in the moonlight her body looked so different than it had when we’d begun. 

It was dark, tough, tauter, like she had pulled all her skin tight against her bones and pinned it there. She looked 

ancient and beautiful and a little crazy.

 “It shouldn’t be this hard,” she said. “It shouldn’t hurt this much.” And then she walked away.

 I waited a few days for her to come back, to show up on the rooftop, still naked, and admit that love 

conquered pain, conquered all. By the fourth day I wanted her to show up just so I could remind her it had 

been her idea, that she had pressed the first seed into my flesh. On the fifth day I suddenly pulled the first 

carrot from my chest and within half  an hour I had added my fresh produce to her small wilted pile. The 

painted rainbow was still there on my chest, cracked and flaking and looking like a perfect chronicle of  the 

summer. My body looked like something that could no longer exist in this world, like something from the days 

before the dirt disappeared, when things still twisted their way up from the earth. 
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- 0 -

While camping one weekend in the national forest near my hometown, I was walking barefoot around the 

campsite after a day of  floating the river, when pain (to rival any Lego-misstep) shot up my foot—it was 

accompanied by a crunch that evoked teeth on bone. I looked down to scowl at the cause of  my pain and saw 

a crushed pinecone, sections scattered like a newly opened puzzle. The throbbing in my foot dulled slightly 

while I bent to examine the pieces more closely. Something caught my attention. I was taken back, many years 

before, to my high school math class, where I often sat gazing at a glossy poster of  Fibonacci numbers that 

my teacher had hung on the wall in an effort to block out lessons on sine, cosine, and tangent. This sequence 

had always fascinated me because of  the abundant places it crops up in nature. I remembered, in that painful 

moment, one image on the poster had been a pinecone, with the spirals labeled to demonstrate how it too 

exhibited the numbers in this pattern. I had never tested this myself, so I grabbed the damaged pinecone’s 

neighbor and started counting. Eight spirals one way, thirteen the other. Just like on the poster. Pine needles 

left crisscrossed patterns on my knees and palms as I scrambled along the forest floor eager to test this 

discovery again and again. For here was a concrete example of  the order that I so often longed. Within a few 

heat-drenched August moments, I felt as though I could prove that my desire for order in life and this world 

is not an irrational craving.

- 1 -

The concept of  the Fibonacci sequence has roots going back to ancient India, though its name comes from 

a Western European mathematician. It is a series of  numbers, beginning with zero, followed by one, and then 

each subsequent number is the sum of  the previous two. Zero plus one equals one. One and one is two. One 

and two is three. Two and three is five. And so on. Astonishingly, this pattern of  numbers appears in numerous 

places in nature. Lilies have three petals, buttercups five. The number of  spirals in a sunflower, first in the 

clockwise direction, then counterclockwise, corresponds to either: 21 and 34, 34 and 55, 55 and 89, or 89 and 

144. All these values appear in the sequence. The number of  branches and leaves on a plant are also numbers 

from this sequence. The spirals of  pinecones are often 5 and 8, or 8 and 13. Many shells demonstrate the 

Fibonacci spiral. Humans have two hands, each hand has five fingers. Each finger has three sections. These 

numbers are everywhere, and this constant recurrence is not due to chance.

- 1 -

In “The Chambered Nautilus,” nineteenth-century poet Oliver Wendell Holmes, coming across a seashell on 
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the beach, reflects much in the same way I did with the pinecones. He saw the “lustrous coil” and the patterns. 

Even though he doesn’t use the scientific language of  Fibonacci, he saw the same promise of  order. For 

Holmes, the ordered sky-pointing spirals symbolized a message from God about how to live life. The nautilus 

tells the soul to spiral ever heavenward until, through death and the abandonment of  the earthly shell, the 

freedom of  heaven is attained. This simple shell becomes a manifestation of  godly order, and for Holmes, this 

was enough to offer confidence in a structured existence.

- 2 -

I want order. I try to exercise control of  my life in little ways: clothes in my closet are arranged by color; books 

on my shelves by preference. I like patterns. I count things like telephone poles and yellow cars and try to see 

the symmetry and harmony. But there are too many aspects of  life that I can’t control—the unrest in Syria, the 

country’s economic state, my friend’s illness, my inner narrator—so I often throw my hands up in despair and 

consign the world to chaos. Two World Wars and 9/11 and Darfur later, we no longer live in as confident of  

a time as Holmes did, where tidy morals could be drawn from nature. Even the poster in my long-ago math 

class seems too brittle to combat the chaotic reality of  the world.

- 3 -

As a scientist, I spend a lot of  time looking at data. Though sometimes people think that science is all about 

the analytical, it is still a creative endeavor. I look for patterns and try to find the story the data is telling me. A 

sequence of  DNA might just look like a random string of  letters, but that one single nucleotide that is a “C” 

instead of  an “A” in certain individuals can be involved in the production of  a completely different outward 

appearance in the organism from the norm—white feathers instead of  grey in a zebra finch. I get to try to 

interpret what this slight alteration in a string of  letters could mean. A story of  domestication and artificial 

selection for certain color patterns. A gene that is also involved in lighter colors in tigers and horses and human 

skin.

- 5 -

The second law of  thermodynamics states that there is a constant movement towards entropy and disorder in 

the universe. It is a natural progression. Organized structures—bodies, buildings, societies—gradually decay 

over time. It is true that cells, for instance, can create ordered structures out of  unorganized materials, but 

the very nature of  this process leads to an increase in the overall disorder of  the universe. There is an inverse 

relationship between order and chaos. As order increases on one level, chaos is the irrevocable result on all 

others.
15



- 8 -

Sometimes patterns only emerge on a grand enough scale. Temperature data is variable enough day-to-day 

that it is only when looking at a big enough timescale that the general pattern of  warming is apparent. In this 

case, this pattern is cause for concern—the randomness, the chaotic day-to-day, allows for the willful ignorant 

response of  attempted comfort: “Oh it snowed, therefore climate change isn’t happening.” But I know the 

predictions of  temperature and sea level rise presented are usually conservation estimates given by scientists, 

and even those are reason enough for my heart rate to mimic the spike in those graphs when I think about 

what this could mean for our world for too long.

- 13 -

The Yellowstone fires of  1988 finally began to wane as the cool weather fronts of  autumn moved in. Estimates 

were made that 36 percent of  Yellowstone National Park was affected by the fires. It is now realized that a fire 

of  this magnitude occurred because of  the previous policy of  suppressing fires within the park. This policy 

altered the natural cycle of  wildfires and allowed undergrowth to flourish unchecked, providing ample fuel for 

these fires. Because of  the way the fire spread, some areas were devastated, and others barely affected, creating 

a patchwork quilt effect. These areas were often right next to each other, and there are no obvious ways to 

deduce why the fire burnt some areas and not others.

- 21 -

When scientists look at aerial photographs of  burned areas, such as those of  the Yellowstone fires, they give 

a name to what they see: a mosaic burn pattern. Instead of  seeing a random conglomeration of  burned and 

unburned regions, they see shapes and order. It is as if  their eyes pass over the picture and act as sewing needles, 

stitching together the burned and unburned folds of  earth. The patchwork quilt that results may not be a 

pattern that is predictable or consistent with easy numerical probability rules, but it is a pattern nonetheless. 

The very name mosaic embodies the false dichotomy between ordered and disordered. The pieces in a mosaic 

may be randomly shaped and placed, but it is still a pattern. And that is what our eyes remember.

- 34 -

Together, the popping of  branches and the crackling of  flames sound like a torrent of  life-giving rain. Smoke’s 

incorporeal hands caress up and around the textured bodies of  the lodgepole pines. The flames—so hot that 

their blinding whiteness appears to be a glimpse not of  hell, but of  heaven’s glory through a slightly cracked 

door—reach for tiny vessels which house the potential for the next generation. Gentle flamed fingers pry at 
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the serotinous cone as the heat melts the waxy coat of  resin. The cone opens, much like the unfolding of  a 

flower in response to the warmth of  the sun, and each ovulate scale is released to fall to the earth below with 

the new life inside. It is only through the disarray and destruction that new life has the opportunity to emerge.

- 55 -

The Last Best Place. The Treasure State. Land of  Shining Mountains. Big Sky Country. I was excited to show 

off  Montana to my boyfriend who had never been. A day before we descended from the sky, on a plane bound 

from North Carolina, smoke from the Washington fires had descended on the western part of  Montana, 

hugging the curves of  the mountains as it crept over the Rockies into the valley. By the time we arrived, the 

air was so thick with smoke that my boyfriend exclaimed, only half  in jest, “I thought you told me there were 

mountains here!” Indeed, the bases of  the mountains that surround Bozeman were hazy smudges, and though 

the shape is as familiar as the crooked smile of  my dad, I couldn’t distinguish the beloved jagged peaks at all. 

The sky didn’t feel big; it felt constricting. I was so disappointed. I wanted to show off  the beauty of  my home 

state and enjoy it myself  since I see it so rarely, but this was out of  my control. “The last time I remember 

smoke this bad in town was when we moved here in 1988 during the summer of  the Yellowstone fires,” my 

dad commented. “We had heard so much about the beauty of  the area, but instead your mom and I wondered 

what we had gotten ourselves into.” Since the National Interagency Fire Center has been collecting data, the 

2015 fire year was the worst in the last decade. A combination of  drought and climate change are most likely 

to blame. Though droughts are cyclical, forests are drier from the warming trend and are therefore more 

susceptible to fires.

- 89 -

Fire season. That phrase used to have a more concrete meaning as it represented the few months a year that there 

was an elevated risk for fires. These days, in some places such as parts of  Australia, fire season is practically 

all year long. Here, closer to home, the first fire in Alaska this year broke out in February and a second one 

a little over a week later. There isn’t enough moisture, and that, in conjunction with decades of  suppressing 

fires and forests becoming overgrown, has led to the perfect storm. One might think that the solution would 

be to let fires run their natural course and clear out the dry overgrown underbrush, but it’s not so simple with 

property and lives on the line. And so, fires now run long into the fall, pop up in the winter, and start earlier 

in the spring. There is no comfort in being able to satisfactorily confine them to the span of  a few months. 

The chaos of  it all is mounting.
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- 144 -

While they were burning, many feared that the 1988 Yellowstone fires would destroy the entire park, leaving 

it in shambles that it would never recover from. Though it is true that the impacts from those five months 

of  burning are still visible today (through the matchstick-like white spires of  dead lodgepole pines that line 

sections of  the park’s roads), in the long-term it has not been the utter devastation many thought it would 

be. Few animals were actually killed by the fires and quickly rebounded. Fireweed appeared within days of  

the fires ending. Since the charred soil only extended down less than an inch, roots survived and allowed for 

new growth. Even those 28-year-old forest snags, which tower over the new living lodgepole pines in the 

understory, provide critical habitat for birds and other animals.

- 233 -

The other day, I picked up another pinecone. Once again I could feel the forces of  order and chaos at work. 

A few scales pricked uncomfortably into my palm, mimicking the internal battle of  my thoughts. I ran my 

fingers one direction—and they bumped awkwardly along. Ran them the other direction—and my fingers 

skated smoothly, unencumbered. Order won’t win over the chaos. And patterns themselves aren’t necessarily 

comforting. But what if  simply the fact that there is still any order left in all the chaos in both this pinecone 

and the world proves that it is not fruitless to seek order? Maybe it is through our seeking order, our creative 

interpretation of  what we are given, that a truly comforting pattern emerges. Maybe it is because both coexist, 

that something new emerges—a mosaic. Like the burning pattern of  the fires, something that seems to be 

randomness can actually be a sequence. It is as Virginia Woolf  says, “Odd how the creative power at once 

brings the whole universe to order”: it is our creative power that finds the shapes, creates the order. Or, as 

with the Fibonacci sequence, the first two pieces combine to produce a third. Neither wins out, and both are 

necessary. And maybe through this summation, a new pattern emerges.
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Mulberry Season
by KD Segura
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in the dirty south

sprawling among the urban streets

where the sidewalk ends 

and life begins

tiny morsels—

red and inviting 

berry Russian roulette

i pick you up

bite down with my teeth 

my cheeks recoil, i squint my eyes 

my mouth puckers

i know you are a fruit that is not ready to eat

Berries need time to flourish.

my hands dancing across a chain link fence

breeze in the air, deep breath

ouch

sharp enough to draw blood 

this thorn, this berry

a tangy explosion in my mouth 

sharp and sweet

tongue unsure

Berries need nourishment.
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i can smell it in the air

your Seattle rain hits with a pitter patter 

recharges the soil 

brings life to earth 

makes berries grow—

you make me think of  mulberry season

my southern roots 

the smell of  the swamp 

black gold under my bare feet 

my hands covered in the richness of  life

sun-kissed, I climb up a tree; carefree 

wind in my hair 

wearing a dress that is too nice for comfort 

i’ve waited all this time for summer

sweat on my brow i climb until i sway with the branches 

my hands stained with mulberry juice

dripping down 

tinged with your love 

my dress is ruined

i put you in my mouth 

i can feel the rays you soaked up from the sun 

with individual pops my mouth is filled with warmth and sweetness

tiny seeds to crunch on 

the epitome of  bliss

my mason jar full
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The riper the berry the sweeter the juice.

I want to take you 

where the sunshine meets the swamp. 

To the end of  the world. 

Where mulberries grow. 

In the dirty south.
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Nested Systems
by Mollie Dwyer
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Spring is waking up in Auke Bay as I pull open the hatch of  my boat this morning, and I can already smell the 

cottonwoods above the harbor, a heady scent full of  memory. I hadn’t anticipated spring this year, cocooned in 

mapping projects and tests, wrapped deep in the musty ground of  a long college semester. Suddenly, seemingly 

overnight, new fern growth, fiddleheads, are coming up all along the walk to the university: lady ferns, narrow 

beech, and oak ferns bowing their coiled heads. The sun is out, and the wood is a wash of  translucent greens. 

My eyes dart, cataloging the new growth. Here is deerheart, an abundance of  living valentines across the forest 

floor. Here is five-leaf  bramble, small and trailing amongst the mosses. Here is dwarf  dogwood, impeccably 

symmetrical. The new swollen buds are just emerging from the thorny stalks of  devil’s club, the smell rich, 

herbal. Cow parsnip is of  course showing its furry leaves, soon to grow large and bustling. Here clasping 

twisted stalk. Here yellow stream violets.

       Spring is a welcome surprise, but the joy of  it stems from a different sort of  awakening. It’s a kind of  

knowing that is rooted deep in my core; a familiarity with the little corner of  rainforest in Southeast Alaska that 

has been a part of  me my entire life. I grew up in a house built by my parents in the woods on the southern end 

of  our island. Days were spent outside, finding salmon fry in the streams, wading through four-foot-tall skunk 

cabbage leaves, weaving long strands of  lichen through our hair. I knew the names of  the trees, the birds, the 

mosses, the ground plants. I knew strange little bits of  information that I mostly took for granted, like when 

your cats brought in a small animal to release in the house, you hoped it was a deer mouse and not a shrew or 

vole; or that it was important to lock the doors of  the car when you got home, so the black bears didn’t break 

in and chew apart the seats; and that the wild pea plants that grew along the beach across the road you should 

never eat. This was all filed away to the same area of  my mind as remembering to turn off  the lights when you 

left a room or to take off  your shoes when you came in from tromping through the mud.

       Some things I never took for granted though. I always knew that the woods were beautiful, and good. 

That the new budding flowers on the blueberries would always be breathtaking against the crimson of  their 

branch. That a northern flicker was stunning, no matter how many times it visited the feeder. And that the 

evening storms were a lifelong private joy, even though my mother hated them. When the saturated winds blew 

in and the trees became howling silhouettes, I’d walk down to the harbor to feel the dock roll beneath my feet 

under the orange streetlights. I’d feel myself  so solidly connected to this place, my home, in the midst of  the 

toss and upheaval of  the black waves.

       As I grew older, I started to see that not everyone feels as I do. Our beloved woods were logged when 
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I was in high school. The estuary up the road was bought by a tourism company. Winters became noticeably 

warmer. Salmon didn’t find their streams every summer. This list is one we are all familiar with in some form 

or another, and it is long. Climate change is sobering and difficult to talk about. The loss is too sharp. It sits 

at my throat and I can barely breath. I tried reading a book by a favorite author on environmental devastation 

recently and had to put it down after the first essay because my heart was pounding with anxiety. I didn’t need 

for her to make it real for me—it already is. I see common murres starving in my harbor. I go up to the glaciers 

and watch them calve and disappear. It feels all at once numbing, frustrating, frightening, hopeless, and deeply 

saddening.

       What to do then?

       When I was little I was fascinated by all things small. I wanted to comb through the miniature forests 

created by the mosses and form mosaics of  twigs, leaves, spruce cones, and flowers. I learned what to call the 

plant life and lichens, their names seemingly out of  fairy tales: Methuselah’s beard, beaded bone, freckled pelt. 

I started small and gradually the connections made themselves apparent, how one thing fits with another, and 

how that relationship fits with other relationships. My scope expanded beyond the delicate tiny plants that 

first caught my notice, like fernleaf  goldenthread, close to the ground and always small, to the population, the 

community, the ecosystem, and the climate it inhabits. Everything exists in a series of  nested systems and there 

is always overlap: relationships from symbiotic to parasitic, food webs, species competition, the nitrogen cycle, 

the carbon cycle, air currents, pressure systems, water.

       I think of  the salmon bringing in nutrients to the terrestrial environment through rivers and streams, 

the land’s arteries; nitrogen fixation in the root nodules of  the alders and in the pioneering crust lichens; 

animals dying, their bodies returning to the soil, to be fixed into nutrients by bacteria in the roots of  the plants 

growing above them, who then photosynthesize light—light from the sun—to be stored as sugars and then 

eaten by heterotrophs: deer, bear, you, me. 

 This makes me wonder, do we know how we fit into this cycle? Have we forgotten, in the chaotic story 

of  globalization, our role in a story much older and more true? Yes, we are all just one of  so very many drops 

in the ocean. But maybe we’ve forgotten what a drop does when it hits a vast body of  water. It ripples. Those 

ripples connect with other ripples and they spread out and collide. We impact our population, which impacts 

our community, which impacts our ecosystem, which impacts this small spinning planet we call home.

       One of  those phrases that I’ve never really liked is “Let nature take its course.” Or maybe I just dislike 
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the scenarios in which I tend to hear it used. Generally I find that people say it when they are advocating 

inaction in response to a human caused problem—a bird hits a window or a seal is tangled in a net. What 

makes our species so beautiful is our attention and our empathy, so why not employ both to their fullest extent 

(tempered of  course with a healthy dose of  humility)? It’s in the nature of  our soft animal bodies. Like Mary 

Oliver said, attention without empathy is just a report. Let’s take notice and respond with action then, in 

whatever form seems kindest to the world we inhabit. This is our task.

       I walk out of  the woods and into my university. Below me is Auke Lake, edged in new spring green. 

The sun is dappled and shining. The whole sky seems ready to burst into song and my heart is light. There 

are, of  course, days that are far less of  a celebration—especially when I hear of  another mass species die off, 

habitat changing irrevocably, sea levels rising, ice disappearing. They are two sides to the same coin; my love for 

the new green of  spring, and my fear of  looming devastations. Both motivate me in everything I do. Both are 

equally important to acknowledge. When I step outside my classroom I know I’ll be by the woods at the edge 

of  the lake. The new red branches of  the blueberry bushes will make my heart hurt with their beauty. I worry 

about losing them, as I worry about many things that I thought would always be here but are now disappearing. 

I think I’m lucky in a sense though, to have both my joy and my fear. Both are motivated by my love of  this 

living planet, and I know the capacity of  my heart can hold them both. It’s a simple truth but here it is: we have 

to trust that love is worth the risk of  heartbreak.

       At the root of  this all I still see a tiny ground plant, fernleaf  goldenthread. It is a very small plant, though 

it bears a long name, like a chant or a prayer. I crouch down beside it and take it in, all its infant chlorophyll. 

That is the first step I believe: vivid attention. Whether you look as small as the molecular structure, to the 

much broader scope of  its role in the ecosystem it inhabits, you will find connections and they are nothing 

short of  miraculous. Do you struggle to see the miracle in the everyday? Start with water then.The properties 

of  water that make it conducive to life on our planet are nothing short of  miraculous and it blesses everything. 

You are also small, and close to the ground, miles of  atmosphere upon your shoulders. You are also water, and 

blessed. You do fit on the global scale, it is true, and from there it may seem you are as small as a tiny drop 

in an endless ocean, but you are a part of  so many systems and communities before that, and your impact 

reverberates out like so many ripples.

       What do I mean by all this? That falling in love with the world is important work, and worthy of  our 

deep devotion during this short life. That you are as important as each small ground plant, whose importance 
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is great. That acting like our actions matter should be as routine to us as taking off  our dirt-caked boots before 

walking across our mother’s rug.

       As I walk back to my boat today in the long shadows of  dusk, my eyes wander into the woods again, 

even as my feet stay on the path. One fern at the edge of  the sidewalk is beginning to unfurl, lacy edges 

trailing over the pavement. The light has left the woods except for that last trailing edge lit with gold, and 

there it is: wonder, joy, gratitude. These are all lessons I was taught when I fell in love with green places, and 

I learn them again every day. The light dims and fades now, leaving pale streaks at the far corner of  the sky. 

The cottonwoods’ balsam scent nudges against the evening air and black evergreens cut familiar shapes into 

the lapis clouds. Their shapes fragment on the harbor water, and rather than searching for the moon tonight I 

stand still, transfixed as the black reflections merge and shift, before ducking down and closing my boat hatch 

against the coming night.
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